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Abstract
The theoretical description of the external degrees of freedomof atoms trapped inside amagneto-
optical trap (MOT) often relies on the decoupling of the evolution of the internal and external degrees
of freedom. That is possible thanks tomuch shorter timescales typically associatedwith the first ones.
The electronic structure of alkaline-earth atoms, on the other hand, presents ultra-narrow transitions
andmetastable states thatmakes such an approximation invalid in the general case. In this article, we
report on amodel based on open Bloch equations for the evolution of the number of atoms in a
magneto-optical trap.With thismodel we investigate the loading of the strontiumbluemagneto-
optical trap under different repumping schemes, either directly from aZeeman slower, or from an
atomic reservoirmade of atoms in ametastable state trapped in themagnetic quadrupolarfield. The
fluorescence observed on the strong 461 nm transition is recorded and quantitatively comparedwith
the results fromour simulations. The comparison between experimental results and calculations
within ourmodel allowed to identify the existence of the decay paths between the upper level of the
repumping transition and the dark strontiummetastable states, which could not be explained by
electric dipole transition rates calculated in the literature.Moreover, our analysis pinpoints the role of
the atomicmovement in limiting the efficiency of the atomic repumping of the Srmetastable states.

1. Introduction

Theatomicdynamics inside amagneto-optical trap (MOT) is ruledby the evolutionof the coupled internal and
external degrees of freedomof eachatom, subjected to the incoming laser light, the reemittedphotons fromtheother
atoms, amagneticfield gradient, andcollisions.Due to the complex interplaybetween these effects, allmodels
developed topredict theMOTbehavior relyon simplificationsof the exact equationsof evolution for theobservables,
orhaveotherwise a limited rangeof validity in theparameters’ space.Althougha full quantumtreatmentof the internal
andexternal degrees of freedomof the atoms ina simplified1Dmodel canpredict the limiting temperatureof a
molasses [1], it is far too costly in computational resources formodeling a full 3DMOTwithfinite-sizedbeams.Most
of the theoretical andnumericalmodels developed fordescribingMOTsassume that the timescales for the evolutionof
the internal degrees of freedomaremuch shorter than the timescales for the evolutionof the external ones, andboth
are thusdecoupled.The average light force exertedon the atoms isfirst calculated as a functionof the steady-state
solutionof theBloch equations, dependingupon the local external parameters. The evolutionof theglobalMOT
parameters—size, temperature andatomicnumber—can thenbe calculatedusing a general statisticalmodel for the
atoms subjected to the average light force [2, 3].Alternatively, one canperformanumerical simulationof the evolution
of thepositionof the atoms subjected to the average light force [4].
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The decoupling of the internal and external degrees of freedomof the atoms breaks downwhen they present
narrow and ultranarrow atomic transitions, as it is the case for the alkaline-earth atoms [5]. These transitions
imply a slow evolution of the internal degrees of freedom, and allow for the existence ofmetastable states, the
lifetime ofwhich can be bigger than the lifetime of theMOT itself [6].Moreover, when considering the effects of
optical repumping from suchmetastable states, or fromdifferent hyperfine levels of the fundamental state,
usually very small intensities are needed, due to the very long (or infinite) lifetime of the states. The dynamics of
the atomic internal degrees of freedomunder such small intensities is not necessarily faster than the evolution of
the atomic position andmomentum, and oncemore the decoupling of the timescales becomes a poor
approximation.

The strong current interest in atomic strontium formetrological and interferometrical applications [7–12]
motivates a quest for compact solutions for the laser sources needed to cool, trap and control strontium gases
[13–16].Most experiments require, apart from a laser at 461nmdriving the strong blue cooling transition

«( ) ( )5s S 5s5p P2 1
0

1
1 (see figure 1), at least one ‘repumping’ laser for recycling the population of atoms pumped

into themetastable state ( )5s5p P3
2, and sometimes a second repumper laser, whichwould recycle the atoms

pumped into themetastable ( )5s5p P3
0 (towhich some atoms decay after being repumped from the P3

2).
Generally, the atoms are precooled in aMOToperated on the blue cooling transition, before being transferred to
a ‘redMOT’ operated on the narrow intercombination line the «S P1

0
3

1 at 689 nm,which allows to reach
temperatures in theμK range. A usual choice for repumping atoms from the 3P2 state is the transition

( ) ( )5s5p P 5s5d D3
2

3
2 at 497 nm.Unfortunately, laser diodes emitting in the green spectral range currently do

not exist [17]. Light sources at 497nmare realized by frequency-doubling infrared laser diodes, which is

Figure 1. (a): Strontium level diagram showing the transition frequencies and rates, as well as the Rabi frequencyΩ12 due to the
coolingMOT light, and W g67 and W b67 for the 497 nmand 403 nm repumper light, respectively. In this paper, simplified names are
given for the relevant levels, such as ñ∣1 or ñ∣7g , as explained in themain text. Note that the decay rateΓ24 is not reported in the
literature, butwe have included following a hypothesis raised by Stellmer et al, [19], discussed in themain text. See also table 1. (b): all
the relevant decay rates and timescales of the problem, as implemented in ourmodel. The ñ∣6 level is split into two effective levels, ñ∣6
and ñ∣ r6 , with ñ∣ r6 representing the atomic reservoir of atoms in the ( )5s5p P3

2 electronic state that staysmagnetically trapped in the
quadrupolarmagnetic field;Pr is the probability to stay trapped.Γd is the loss rate of atoms from theMOT region, that incurs on all
atoms not trapped in the reservoir; andΓr themuch smaller decay rate of atoms from the reservoir. D b g67 , is the detuning of the
repumping transition, which is a function of the atomicmovement within the inhomogeneousmagneticfield. The values used for the
parameters are given in table 2. Details in themain text.
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cumbersome and expensive. On the other hand, a previous study [18, 19] proposes a repumping transition near
403 nm that can be conveniently reached by Blu-ray laser diodes. The relative efficiency of both repumping
schemes depends, as discussed on the leak to the ( )5s5p P3

0 level. A popular choice to circumvent this limitation
is to use light in resonancewith the ( ) ( )5s5p P 5s6s S3

0
3

1 transition, at 707 nm.
This article proposes a different theoreticalmodel for describing theMOTdynamics, when the evolution of

the internal degrees of freedomof the atoms cannot be adiabatically eliminated. It is based onmodifiedBloch
equations, whichwill be henceforth referred to as global open Bloch equations (GOBE). Differently from the
usual populations and coherences of the optical Bloch equations, in thismodel the population of each atomic
level represents the average number of atoms in theMOT that are found in that particular level; and the
coherences between two atomic levels indicate the average coherence of one atom,multiplied by the
instantaneous number of atoms inside theMOT. The external degrees of freedomof the atomswill give rise to an
inhomogeneous broadening of the relevant atomic transitions, through several differentmechanisms. First, the
main thermal speed of atoms is responsible for a spread of the natural resonances due toDoppler shifts; second,
themagneticmoment of atoms under the quadrupolarmagneticfield of theMOT creates a spatially
inhomogeneous differential Zeeman shift between the lower and upper level of the transition; and finally,
collisions between atoms. These inhomogeneities appear in ourmodel as additional timescales anddecay rates;
other timescaleswill arise from the loading and loss rate of atoms from theMOT.OurGOBE take into account,
thus, the effects of the external degrees of freedomon the calculation of the evolution of the internal ones,
inverting, in away, the standard approach of using the internal evolutionof the atoms as an input for a calculation
of the position andvelocity dynamics of the atoms inside theMOT.Weuse thismodel to compare the effectiveness
of the two repumping schemes aforementioned, that use 497 and403 nm light. This alternative approach allows us
to identify the role of different internal and external timescales on the evolutionof the 88Sr atoms in aMOT for the
two repumping schemes. The calculation showed in this paper proves that themodel proposed can be extremely
useful for predicting the behavior ofmagneto-optical traps of other alkaline-earth atoms, and also for atomswith
evenmore complex internal structure, under different cooling and repumping schemes.

The paper is organized as follows: in the first section, we present ourGOBEmodel. In the second section, we
compare ourmodel to observationsmade in various experimental sequences by adjusting its free parameters.
This comparison allows us to pinpoint various interesting quantities, such as theMOT loading rate, trap loss
rates of atoms shelved inmetastable states, branching ratios for the decay of optically pumped excited states
serving as intermediate levels for the green and the Blu-ray repumper, and the effective Rabi frequencies of the
repumping transitions. In the last section, we summarize and discuss ourmain results.

2.Model

The Bloch equations for the populations and coherences of a single atom subjected to one ormore
monochromatic laser beams is a set of linear,first order differential equations that can be cast in the form

r r= ˙ ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )t M t . 11 1 1

The components of the vector r
 ( )( ) t1 , whichwe call here density vector, consists of all the components of the

densitymatrix, i.e.the populations r rº( ) ( )( ) ( )t tn nn
1 1 and the coherences r ( )( ) tmn

1 . ThematrixM(1) contains the
Rabi frequencies, and the decay and dephasing rates towhich the atom is subjected. The populations and
coherences of the densitymatrixmust satisfy at all times rå =( )( ) t 1n n

1 and r r r∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )t t tmn m n
1 2 1 1 .

Now, supposewe haveN(t) atoms in aMOT at a certain time t.We can define a global densitymatrix as the
sumof the densitymatrices of all atoms, and thenwe define our global density vector as

år r=
=

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )t t . 2
j

N t
j

1

This vector has components r r= å =( ) ( )( ) ( )t tn j
N t

n
j

1 and r r= å =( ) ( )( ) ( )t tmn j
N t

mn
j

1 , whichwewill call the global
populations and coherences, respectively, or just simply populations and coherences. Thepopulations of this new
density vector represent the averagenumber of atoms in theMOTat the corresponding atomic level; and the
coherences are interpreted as the average coherences of all atomswithin theMOT.Wewill search for afirst-order
differential equation for the evolution of the global density vector, which in themost general formcan bewritten as

r r= +  ˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t M t t b t . 3

Wenote that this equation is somehowdifferent from equation (1). First, it presents a non-homogeneous
source term, the vector


( )b t , whichwe call the loading rate vector. It represents the atomic loading of theMOT,

experimentally obtained from a surrounding vapor, or a slowed atomic beam. Since the number of atoms in the
MOT is a function of time, these equations are open; in particular, the sumof all populations is not conserved
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anymore, since from equation (2) it is clear that we have now rå =( ) ( )t N tn n . The general relation
r r r∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )t t tmn m n

2 is however still valid. Second, thematrixM(t)now is allowed to depend on time. This
generalization accounts for experiments inwhich theMOTparameters are dynamically changed, such as the
intensity or detuning of the trapping and repumping beams. It is also useful if onewants tomodel the average
movement of an atomwithin theMOTmagnetic field gradient through the temporalmodulation of the
detuning of the different transitions, as will be discussed later. Finally, since the density vector r ( )t represents
the atoms inside theMOT region, thematrixM(t)must also account for the loss rate of the atoms from the
MOT,which can depend on the specific internal level the atom finds itself in. For an atomic ensemble with
negligible loss rate, and no inhomogeneities in the atomic properties, onemust haveM(t)=M(1). However, for
a complex system such as aMOT,with itsmagnetic field gradient, finite-size beams and collisions between
atoms, this, in general, will not be true.

Wenowapply these general concepts to the evolutionof a 88SrMOToperatingon the ñ º « ñ º∣ ( ) ∣1 5s S 22 1
0

( )5s5p P1
1 transition.The relevant strontium levels andknowndecay rates are summarized infigure 1(a). Infigure1(b),

we showall levels that are implemented inour simulation, togetherwith the effectiveparameters used,whichwe
discuss in the following.Anatomicbeamdeceleratedby aZeeman slower loadsourMOT [20].We represent this
loadingby a vector


( )b t ,whose components are all zero except for theone at the samepositionof thepopulationρ1 of

the ground state ñ∣1 at the r ( )t vector, that is equal to the constant experimental loading rateRwhen theZeeman
slower light beam ison; and0otherwise.The excited state of theMOTtransitionmaydecayvia the intermediate
state ñ º∣ ( )3 5s4d D1

2 to either ñ º∣ ( )5 5s5p P3
1,which connects to the ground state via aweakly forbidden

intercombination transition, or to the verymetastable ñ º∣6 P3
2 state. Inordernot to lose the atom in this state,it

needs tobe recycledbyoptical pumping via an excited state ñ∣7 . Various repumping schemeshavebeenused [21–27],
the green transition at 497 nmaddressing the ñ  º ñ∣ ( ) ∣5 5s5d D 7g

3
2 transitionbeing apopular choice [20].

Stellmer et al [19] recently proposed touse the ñ  º ñ∣ ( ) ∣5 5s6d D 7b
3

2 transition at 403 nm.Themeasurements
described in thenext section compareboth schemes. It is important tonote that bothupper levels ñ∣7g and ñ∣7b present
different decayprobabilities to themetastable º ñ( ) ∣5s5p P 43

0 level by indirect dipole-alloweddecaypaths through
several intermediate levels [19]. For 88Sr, the lifetimeof the level is calculated tobe thousandsof years [28];magnetic
fields can shorten it to a fractionof a second [29]. These atomsare thus lost fromthe trapping region.This limits the
lifetimeandmaximumatomicnumberof theMOT.

All the relevant natural decay rates are given in table 1.Most of them are direct natural decay rates, reported
in the literature (the references are given in the table caption). For the Gk g7 and Gk b7 decay rates, with k=5, 6 (see
figure 1), we have computed a total decay rate, considering the direct decay path and the indirect ones through
dipole-allowed transitions, calculated following the lines of [19]. For the G g47 and G b47 decay rates, the above
calculation gives pG = ´2 3.3g47 kHz and pG = ´2 59b47 kHz; however, these values are not corroborated
by our experiments. Stellmer et al in [19] had already reported divergences between theMOTbehavior and the
behavior that stems from the calculated decay rates. They hypothesized that a decay path from ñ∣2 directly to ñ∣4 ,
still not reported in the literature, could be the explanation.We have thus included this possible additional decay
path in ourmodel, through the parameterΓ24, supposed initially equal to zero.Wewill see that, in order tofind
agreement between the experimental results and the curves produced by our simulation, it is amodification of
the G b47 decay rate, instead of adding aΓ24 decay rate, that is needed.

The cooling light of theMOT is red-detunedwith respect to the atomic transition;moreover, due to the
presence of a quadrupolarmagnetic field, the transitions to differentmagnetic sublevels will have detunings that
will be a function of the atomic position. Based on the spatial profile of the intensities of the cooling beams, the
profile of theMOT atomic density and themagnetic field distribution, we calculate an average effective
saturation parameter s of the transition, andwe use for our simulation a homogeneous effective Rabi frequency
for the cooling light of W = Gs 212 12 [37].

The Rabi frequency of the 497 nm (403 nm) is W g67 (W b67 ). Due to the presence of themagnetic field
gradient, the degeneracy among themagnetic sublevels of the lower and upper level of the repumping transition
is lifted. This implies that several different transitions are nowpossible, each onewith a different dipolemoment,
whose excitation depends on the polarization of the repumper light, and on the inhomogeneous quadrupolar
magnetic field.We simplify the above picture, by neglecting the differentmagnetic sublevels and using an
effective homogeneous Rabi frequency, calculatedwith the dipolemoment of the hyperfine transition,
á ñ∣ ˆ ∣d6 7b g, . The inhomogeneous broadening, created by the differential Zeeman shift of themagnetic sublevels of
the lower and upper states under the presence of amagnetic field gradient, is strong and cannot be neglected: For
instance, the detuning of the transition = ñ  ¢ = ñ∣( ) ∣( )m m5s5p P , 1 5s5d D , 2J J

3
2

3
2 has a sensibility to the

magnetic field of m p p¢ ¢ - ´ = ´ ´ = ´∣ ∣ ( )g m g m h 11 6 2 1.40 MHz G 2 2.57J J J J B MHz/G,with mB

the Bohrmagneton. For the gradient ofmagnetic field used for the production of theMOT, 70 G cm in the
coils’ axis, we have a detuning gradient in this direction of=2π×180MHz/cm.Once the atoms decay out of
the cooling cycle, to the ñ∣3 level and from there to the ñ∣5 or ñ∣6 , they are free of light forces until they decay back to
the ñ∣1 fundamental level.Due to theirfinite temperature, these free atomswill explore a volume, and thus a
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Zeemanbroadening, bigger than the volumeoccupied by the atomsunder the effect of the cooling beams. To
include this effect, we choose the detuning of the repumping transitionD b g67 , with a probability distribution that
averages the relative Zeeman shift of all possiblemagnetic sublevels andhas a single free parameter: the spatial
average excursionΔr an atommakes from the center of thequadrupolarfield before decaying back to the cooling
cycle. Then,we average the results of ourmodelwith severalD b g67 , chosenwith the sameprobability distribution.

The absence of light forces when atoms decay out of the cooling cycle is also themain reason responsible for
the atomic losses from theMOT in our low density regime. To account for this effect, a loss rateΓd is added to all
levels that are dark for the cooling light. However, somemagnetic sublevels of the atomic states are trappable by
thefield configuration, and at longer timescales the atoms in these levels will still be around. This fact, combined
with the long electronic stability of themetastable state ( )5s5p P3

2, can actually be used to increase the number of
atoms of theMOT, in a technique called reservoir loading [37, 38]. The technique consists in accumulating the
atoms that decay to themagnetically trappable sublevels of the ( )5s5p P3

2 level in themagnetic trap formed by the
quadrupolarmagnetic field, during the blueMOToperation, instead of repumping them continuously. After a
loading time of several seconds, which corresponds to the lifetime of themetastable atoms in themagnetic trap, a
quick repumper pulse depletes the reservoir, sending themback to the fundamental state. The number of atoms
obtained by this technique is often bigger than the number of atoms trapped in a continuously repumpedMOT.
To account for this effect, we have duplicated in ourmodel the level ñ º∣ ( )6 5s5p P3

2 (see figure 1) into two
levels, ñ∣6 and ñ∣ r6 . For any atomic level presenting a decay rate of G j6 to the ( )5s5p P3

2, we implement effective
decay rates of - G( )P1 r j6 and GPr j6 from this level to the ñ∣6 and ñ∣ r6 levels, respectively. Pr is the probability for
an atom to stay trapped by the quadrupolar field. Additionally, the ñ∣ r6 level will not have the loss rate Gd, but
instead the lower decay rateΓr that accounts for all lossmechanisms fromwhich amagnetically trapped atom
suffer (collisions with background gas,Majorana losses [39], collisions with other cold atomswithin the trap).

ThematrixM(t) of equation (3)will be a function of all the parameters described, and it is given explicitly in
the appendix. By assigning values to each one of them,we can integrate equation (3)numerically and calculate
the temporal evolution of all atomic populations. In our experiment, wemeasure the atomic fluorescence F at
the 461 nmatomic transition. For the low optical density of ourMOT and the small saturation parameter of the
trapping light, we can assume that this fluorescence is proportional to the number of atoms in the ñ∣2 state,

Table 1.Table of decay rates found in the literature. These are the values used in
ourmodel, except for G b47 , that needed to bemodified in order tomatch our
experimental results, as discussed in theMeasurements section.

Γ12/2π 30.5 MHza

Γ23/2π 650 Hzb

Γ35/2π 352 Hzc

Γ36/2π 173 Hzc

Γ14/2π ;0f

Γ15/2π 7.5 kHzd

Γ16/2π ;0e

Γ24/2π ;0h

pG 2g47 3.3 kHzg,i

pG 2g57 7.15 MHzg

pG 2g67 2.25 MHzg

pG 2b47 59 kHzg,i

pG 2b57 3.26 MHzg

pG 2b67 1.04 MHzg

a [30].
b [31], recalculatedwith the corrected value ofΓ12 from [30].
c The branching ratio to the ñ∣5 and ñ∣6 levels are calculated in [32]; the total
lifetime of the ñ∣3 level ismeasured in [33].
d [34].
e A calculated value of;10−3 s−1 is found in [28]; ameasurement reported in [6]
found;2.10−3s−1 at 300 K. These timescales are irrelevant, when compared to

the background-pressure limited lifetime of ourMOT.
f A calculation reported in [28] suggests a natural lifetime of thousands of years.
g Calculated oscillator strengths taken from [35]. From these, the total decay rate

is calculated considering all possible dipole-allowed decay paths, following the

lines of [19], taking into account branching ratios and corrections fromhyperfine

splittings (as compiled in [36]).
h No decay path ñ  ñ∣ ∣2 4 is found in the literature, sowe assume it to be zero.
i Our experimental data do not agree with this value. See table 2 for the value that

bestfits our data.
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rµ ( )F . 42

Wehave performed several different experimental sequences, in order to separate the effect of the different
parameters discussed and determine the value of each one of them that best describes all our experimental data.
This procedure is discussed in the next section, and the final values for the parameters are given in table 2.

3.Measurements

Inour experiment,weproduce a collimated 88Sr atomicbeam fromaheated oven ejecting atoms through a two-
dimensional array ofmicrotubes. A 35cm long spin-flipZeeman slower (ZS)decelerates and injects the atoms into
a standardMOToperated on the 461 nmcooling transition. TheZeeman slower laser beamhas a power of 60mW,
awaist of 5mmat the entrancewindowand awaist of 2 mmat theovennozzle. It is tuned−450MHzbelow the
cooling transition. The cooling light of theMOThas a detuning ofΔ=−30MHz, and themagneticfield gradient
created by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils is equal to 70 G/cmat the coils’ axis. Each one of the sixMOTbeamshas a
waist ofw461=5mm, and the total intensity of the six beams at the center is equal to 2.1Isat, where
Isat=40.5 mW cm−2. The atomic cloud at the steady state, with orwithout repumping light, iswell approximated
by aGaussian symmetrical profilewith a radius at e−1/2 of 0.9 mm.With these parameters,we calculate the average
non-resonant saturation parameter seen by the atoms to be s=0.17. As discussedpreviously,we then implement
inour simulation an effective Rabi frequencyΩ12 equal to Gs 2 12, and an effective detuning of zero,
guaranteeing the same average atomic population in the excited level ñ∣2 in the experiment and the simulations.
Twodifferent repumping beams canbeused,withwavelengths 497 and 403 nm,ofwaists 3.8 and 3.6mm
respectively. The 497 nm laser is a commercial Toptica SHGPro,withmaximumavailable power impinging at the
atoms of 14.8mW.The 403 nm laser is a homemade laser, basedon a commercial laser diode fromThorlabs,
modelDL5146-101S. Inorder to keep a singlemode operation, themaximumavailable powerwas of 5.2mW.The
MOTreaches amaximumnumber of atomsof 5.107 atoms andhas a temperature of 12 mK.

We observe the blueMOTfluorescence in different experimental sequences switching on and off the blue
MOT laser at 461 nm (MOT), the Zeeman slower laser at 461 nm (ZS), and either the green or the Blu-ray
repumper laser (REP). Themeasurement of the atomic number through theMOT fluorescence is calibrated by
an independentmeasurement of the atomic number by absorption imaging.We have performed three different
experimental sequences: (A)MOT loading, (B) reservoir repumping, and (C) reservoir recapture efficiency,
which are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1.MOT loading
In afirst series ofmeasurements, we study theMOT loading behavior and the steady-stateMOT fluorescence, as
a function of the intensity of the repumping beams. The experimental sequence consists in operating the
repumper (REP) and the Zeeman slower (ZS) continuously and recording the fluorescence after theMOTbeams
have been switched on. Figures 2(a) and (b) show typical loading curvesmeasuredwhen using 497 and 403 nm
repumper beams, respectively, with a different intensity for each curve. The oscillations observed in some signals
are due to technical imperfections, such as laser frequency instabilities.

In our analysis, we have neglected the two-body losses of ourMOT. At the reference [21]wefind the two-
body loss rate to be b = - -6.10 cm .s10 3 1. From that, we estimate themaximumamount of losses due to two-
body losses at the highest atomnumberwe can load, which correspond to the highest curve offigure 2(b). The
temporal evolution of the number of atoms, taking into account the two-body losses, read

òt
b= - -

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )N t

t
R

N t
n r r

d

d
d 52 3

with τ the timescale for an atom to be lost from the trap, and
( )n r the atomic density. The timescalemeasured

for the highest atomnumber of 1.9.107 is τ=0.143 s (see figures 2(c) and (d)).With these parameters, and the

Table 2.Parameters used for our simulations, fitted from the experimental results.
The decay rate G b47 wasmodified from the value found at table 1, in order to correctly
explain ourmeasurements, as discussed in themain text. Themeaning of all
parameters is discussed in section 2.

Ω12/2π 8,8 MHz

pG 2b47 190 kHz

Γd 100 s−1

R 1.3.108 s−1

Δr 6 mm

Γr 0.045 s−1

Pr 0.07
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size of the cloud, we find thatN(t)/τ=1.3.108s−1 and òb = -( )n r rd 2.5.10 s2 3 6 1: the two-body losses
represent 1.8%of the total losses of our trap in themaximumdensity obtained. In order to simplify our analysis,
we thus feel legitimate to takeβ; 0 at equation (5). For aMOT that begins in t=0withN=0, the solution of
this equation is t= - t-( ) ( )N t R 1 e t for t>0, withfinal atomic number tº = ¥ =¥ ( )N N t R . Themain
lossmechanism is assumed to be caused by atoms decaying to themetastable state ñ∣6 . Our experimental results
show that the timescale τ of theMOT loading is a function of the repumper intensity. In the absence of repumper
light, we canmake a rough estimate of the timescale τ0 as being equal to the average time the atoms spend in the
cooling cycle times the probability that they are recycled back to the cooling cycle after decaying to the ñ∣3 level.
The decay rate from the cooling cycle is estimated as themean probability to be found at the excited level
ñ +∣ ( )s s2 , 2 1 , times the decay rate to the level ñ G∣3 , ;23 the probability to not return quickly to the cooling cycle

after decaying to the ñ∣3 level is equal to G G + G( )36 35 36 , and thus

t
+

G
G

G + G

-


⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )s

s

1

2 1
. 60 23

1
36

35 36

For the average saturation parameter seen by the atoms, we calculate t  100 ms. Any increase in this
timescale is due to a recycling effect of the repumping light, and together with this increase in timescale, we have
an increase in the final number of atoms for theMOT through t=¥N R . For all curves infigures 2(a) and (b),
we extract the final number of atoms ¥N andwe show it in the graphic offigure 2(e) as a function of the fitted

Figure 2. Simulation of theMOT loading. (a)Total atomnumber in theMOT for different saturation parameters of the 497 nm
repumper and (b) of the 403 nm repumper. The thick lines are experimental results, while the thin lines are the results of the
simulation. The yellow line is the result of the simulationwith no repumper added. (c) Final number of atoms and (d) loading
timescale for the 497 nm repumper, as a function of the saturation parameter, for the experiments and simulation. (e)Circles: Final
number of atoms as a function of the timescale, found from single exponential fits to the experimental curves. The line is a linear fit to
all points, whose slope is equal to the loading rate of ourMOT,R=1.3.108 atoms s−1.
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exponential timescale τ. The linear behavior shows that ourMOTnumber is indeed limited by one-body losses.
The slope gives the loading rateR=1.3.108 s−1 of ourMOT.

In ourmodel, the behavior of theMOTfinal atomic number (or theMOT loading timescale) as a function of
the saturation parameter of the 403 and 497 nm repumpers depends on the different decay rates of table 1, on the
global loss rate Gd and on the inhomogeneous broadening of the repumping transition, which in ourmodel
depends only on the spatial average excursionΔr. Our first attempts onfitting our data assumed all calculated
natural decay rates to be true, and thus considered as free parameters onlyΓd andΔr.We have found that, with a
given set of parameters, it is possible tofit the loading curvesmeasuredwith either one of the two repumping
schemes, but never for both at the same time. This is similar towhat has been previously reported by Stellmer
et al in [19]: there seems to be a discrepancy between the behavior predicted for the two repumper schemeswhen
considering themeasured and calculated loading rates of table 1, andwhat is actuallymeasured in an
experiment.

To explain this discrepancy, Stellmer et al suggested the existence of a direct decay rate from the level ñ∣2 to
themetastable level ñ∣4 , fromwhere they cannot be recycledwith any of the two repumping schemes.We have
tried this hypothesis, by keeping all decay rates equal to the values of table 1, except for G24, that we allowed to
vary aswell asΔr andΓd.We have found aminimumChi-square of 5.7.1012 for the globalfit of all curves with
the parametersΓ24=0,Δr=6 mmandΓd=105 s−1. The addition of a non-zero decay rateΓ24 reduces the
efficiency (i.e, by the final number of atoms of theMOT) of both 403 and 497 nm repumper schemes by the same
factor for all loading curves. This is to be expected, since the proportion of atoms available at the level ñ∣6 is
reduced by the same factor for both schemes in presence of a non-zeroΓ24. It is important to note that this
conclusion by itself does notmean that ourmodel can rule out the existence of a direct decay path from ñ∣2 to ñ∣4 .
Actually, the reduction of efficiency caused by G24 can be perfectly compensated for by amodification in
parametersΓd andΔr. For instance, the loading curves for the 497 nm repumper are well reproducedwith
Γ24=0 by usingΓd=100 s−1 andΔr=6 mm; or instead, when supposingΓ24=2π×10 Hz, a similar
result is found forΓd=40 s−1 andΔr=12 mm. Since 1/Γd represents the timescale for atoms to escape from
the region determined by the crossing of the cooling beams, a rough estimation ofΓd can be done by calculating
the average time an atom takes to travel a distance equal to the cooling beams’waist. The quadratic thermal
mean speed of atoms is equal to = = -v k T m 1.1 m sBrms

1 for the temperature of 12 mKof ourMOT,with
kB the Boltzmann constant andm themass of a 88Sr atom. An atomwith this speed travels a distance ofw461 in
Δt=w461/vrms=4.5 ms, andwewould expect thatΓd should be on the order of 1/Δt=220 s−1.We note
that the fact that the decay rateΓd plays a role is linked to the fact that the Sr atoms decay to the ñ∣3 level, which
has a lifetime of 0.3 ms and is a dark state for the cooling and repumping light, before decaying to the ñ∣4 or ñ∣5
levels. It is something rather specific of strontium atoms. Ytterbium atoms, for example, although also alkaline-
earth-like (with two electrons in the valence shell), do not suffer from that, since the D1 2 level lies above the P1 1
one. In the sameway, an estimation ofΔr can just be qualitative, because it is an effective parameter that
describes the average increase of the detuning and the reduction of the laser intensities as the atom explores a
highermagnetic field away from the center; we can just say that it should be atmost of the order of the repumper
beams’waists. Thus, although the addition ofΓ24 is not enough to explain our experimental results, we cannot
assign a precise value for it, apart from establishing a loose upper limit of tens ofHz, whenΓd andΔrwould
become too unrealistic with respect to the physical processes that they presumably describe.

The relative behavior of both repumpers will only depend on the decay rates Gj b g7 , , for j=4, 5, 6; all other
parameters affect both curves in the same proportion, and cannot explain the discrepancy. Sincewe are only
sensitive to the relative behavior, we have kept in our simulations the value of pG =2 3.3 kHzg47 and did a
globalfit for all loading curves, letting free G b47 , as well asΓd andΔr.We have found aminimumChi-square
for the globalfit of all curves offigures 2(a) and (b) of 2.2.1012, for the parameters pG =2 190 kHzb47 ,
G = -100 sd

1 andΔr=6 mm.Thefitted curves are also shown infigures 2(a) and (b). The agreement is now
quite good. Figures 2(c) and (d) show the parameters τ andN∞ as a function of the saturation parameter for the
497 nm repumper, confirming the good agreement.

The decay rates shown in table 1 are calculated only considering dipole-allowed transitions between the
upper triplet levels ñ∣ b g7 , and the lower triplet levels ñ∣4 , ñ∣5 and ñ∣6 , considering all possible decay paths as
summarized in [19] (in particular, we note that although the electric dipole element between ñ∣ b g7 , and ñ∣4 is
equal to zero, G b g47 , in table 1 are different from zero purely due to indirect dipole-allowed decay paths). The
values of all transition strengths used in this calculation are found in [35], obtained fromnumericalmethods
adapted to the calculation of valence spectra for alkaline-earth elements. A comparison between these calculated
values and experimentalmeasurements found in the literature grants a possible error of 10% for them,which is
not enough to explain themodificationswe needed tomake. The off-resonance excitation rate of the ( )n5s d D3

1

levels with repumper light is negligible: The detuningwith respect to any transition to these levels is of at least
p ´2 150GHz (which happens for the ( ) ( )5s5p P 5s6d D3

2
3

1 transition, excited by the 403 nm repumper) and
thewidth of these levels is small, respectively 2π×71 kHz and 2π×155 kHz for n=5 and 6.With these
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parameters, ourmaximum laser intensities yield transition rates smaller than 10−4 s−1.We thus think that this
discrepancymust come from spin-forbidden or dipole-forbidden transitions, not taken into account in the
calculation of the transition rates of table 1. Examples of spin-forbidden transitions are the ñ  ñ ñ∣ ∣ ∣3 4 , 5 and
the ñ  ñ∣ ∣5 1 ones, that have non-zeromatrix elementsmainly due to a breakdown of the LS coupling [32]. This
effectmixes the spin S of the levels and allows for a small presence of a singlet character on triplet levels and
vice versa. It creates additionalmatrix elements between levels, that increase the decay rates by atmost tens of
kHz, whichwould only be appreciable for the small G b g47 , decay rates.

From the parameters found, we can also calculate themaximum increase of atoms that one can obtainwith
each one of the repumper schemes for our cooling beams’ size: we predict an increase by a factor of;13 in the
number of atomswith the 497 nm repumper, and;8with the 403 nm repumper.We note that the available
total powerwe hadwas not enough to see the saturation of the 403 nm repumper scheme. That would happen
for a saturation parameter sb 20, due to the inhomogeneities created by themagnetic field, while in our
experiment wewere limited to sb=12. The analysis carried out here also shows that one could still probably
profit from an increase in the size of the cooling beams, while keeping the intensity constant, since this would
reduce the parameterΓd and consequently increase themaximumefficiency of the repumping schemes. An
analysis of theMOT loading for different beams’ sizewould point out the precise roles ofΓd andΓ24, and
possibly even assign a precise value for the last parameter.

3.2. Repumper switch
Wenow focus on themeasurements concerning the possibility ofmagnetically trapping the atoms in the
metastable state ñ∣ r6 . In a first series of experiments, we havemeasured the transient increase of the number of
atoms of theMOT as a function of the loading time of the atomic reservoir (the atomsmagnetically trapped in

ñ∣ r6 ).Wefirst load ourMOTwith the cooling and repumping light on for 2 s, and the Zeeman slower
continuously on, which is enough to achieve a stationary atomic number. Then, we turn off the repumping light
for a variable time thold. During this period, the fluorescence of theMOTquickly drops to a smaller stationary
state, because the atoms that decay to the ñ∣6 level are not repumped back anymore. Some of the atoms in the ñ∣6
level stay trapped in themagnetic trap, inwhat we call the ñ∣ r6 level. After the time thold, we turn on again the
repumper light, and these atoms can be repumped back to the cooling cycle.

Figure 3 shows our experimental data, superposedwith the simulation results. At t=0, the repumping light
is turned off; after a variable thold, it is turned on again.We can see that for thold 1 s, the number of atoms of the
MOT is bigger than the stationary number of atoms by a short transient time. This happens becausewe can trap
more atoms in the reservoir than in theMOT; once they are repumped back, though, it decays to the stationary
atomic number, for which the loading rate equals the loss rate. The decay timescale is equal to the loading
timescale found before.

Apart from the parameters alreadyfixed from themeasurement before, we have here two relevant
parameters to use:Pr, the proportion of atoms decaying into the ñ∣6 level that stay trapped in the reservoir, and
Γr, the lifetime of the reservoir. Infigure 3, we show our experimental data, together with the results of our

Figure 3.Recovering of atoms from themagnetic trap ofmetastable ñ∣ r6 atoms (the atomic reservoir) for different thold (indicated in
the figure legend). For this experiment, the Zeeman slower and the cooling light is always on; at t=0, the 497 nm repumper is turned
off, and after thold it is turned on again. The thick lines are experimental, and the thin lines are the simulation results. Details and
discussion in themain text.
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simulations, when using the 497 nm repumperwith a power of 14.8 mW (which corresponds to a saturation
parameter of 28 at its center), all parameters as before, plusPr=0.07 andΓr=0.045 s−1. These parameters are
simply calculated from the lifetime of the atoms in the reservoir (see also next subsection), and theminimum
thold that guarantees a transient overshoot on the recovered number of atoms from the reservoir, when
compared to the steady state number of atoms of theMOTwith repumper.We see, though, that the simulation
clearly fails in predicting the peak of the transient of the number of atoms recovered. The transient depends on
two different timescales: the timescale for repumping atoms out of the reservoir, and the timescale for theMOT
to decay to its stationary number of atoms. The second one is the same τ found in the series ofmeasurements for
theMOT loading, and is equal to 140 ms for the 497 nm repumper intensity used here; both experimental and
simulated curves present it. The timescale for the repumping of the atoms from the reservoir, though, is clearly
different in both cases.While the simulated curves show an extremely fast increase of the transient peak, in a
time< 1 ms that we cannot resolve, our experiment shows trep; 320 ms. This explains the discrepancy in the
height of the transient peaks.We attribute the emergence of the timescale trep found in the experiment to the fact
that the atoms at the reservoir have time and energy to explore a bigger spatial volume, due to their temperature.
Themagnetic equipotential for themj=1 sublevel of the ( )5s5p P3

2 reservoir state that corresponds to an energy
of kB T is an ellipsoid of radius 34 mm to the directions of smallermagnetic field gradient, and 17 mmat the axis
of themagnetic field coils. So, the reservoir volume ismuch larger than the size of the trapping and repumping
beams; also, the inhomogeneous Zeeman shift is extremely large at its borders. This effect is not described in our
simulation, that supposes, as said, that they remain for short times at an averageΔr=6 mm from the center,
once decayed. This result is interesting, and explains why the efficiency of the reservoir loading is less important
than one could expect, based solely on the number of atoms expected from the reservoir.We also note that the
proportion Pr=0.07 of trapped atoms found is smaller thanwhatwe could expect based on simple arguments:
2/5 of themagnetic sublevels of the ( )5s5p P3

2 level are trappable. By the geometry of our coils and the science
chamber, that determines the height of themagnetic potential, and the temperature of the cloud, wewould
expect that approximately half of the atomswould stay trapped after the evaporation of themost energetic atoms
from theMaxwell-Boltzmann energy distributionwith temperatureT, whichwould give usPr;0.2. This is
linked to the fact that, for a longer timescale in repumping the atoms, the first appearance of the transient
overshoot in ourmeasurements happens for longer thold when compared to the simulations, diminishing the
effective value found forPr for ourfitting procedure.

3.3. Reservoir lifetime
In afinal series ofmeasurements, wewanted to characterize the lifetime of the ñ∣ r6 reservoir withmaximum
visibility. For that, we established the following procedure:We turn on the Zeeman slower, the cooling and the
497 nm repumping light (with a saturation parameter of s= 28 at the center of the cloud) until theMOT
achieves steady state operation. Then, at t=0we turn off the 497 nm light, and let the atoms that decay from the
cooling cycle accumulate in the ñ∣ r6 reservoir for 7.5 s.We then turn off all lights for a variable twait time, and
then abruptly turn on the cooling and 497 nm repumping light, in order to repump the atoms back to the
cooling cycle, from there they eventually decay away after some time, completely depleting theMOT in absence
of the atomic loading flux created by the Zeeman slower. Figure 4(a) shows our experimental results, superposed
to the results of our simulations. Here, the slower timescale trep; 320 ms is found again on the slow decay of all
experimental curves, limited by the repumping of atoms back to the cooling cycle. As discussed in the subsection
before, this timescale cannot be recovered by our simulation; instead, the decay of the number of atoms in the
simulation is governed again by the timescale for the losses of ourMOT, τ=140 ms; this timescale is hidden in
the longer timescale of 320 ms in our experimental data. Although the transient peaks have different heights
between experiment and simulation, the area of the total curve should be the same; this would give us a ratio
between both peaks of trep/τ;2.3, approximately found in the graphic offigure 4(a).

The graphic offigure 4(b) shows the peak height,Nrepump, as a function of twait. From an exponential fit, we
find the lifetime of the reservoir, tres=22.1 s, which allows us to calibrate the parameterΓr already presented
before.

4.Discussion and conclusion

Wehave set up a simple hybrid Bloch-rate equationmodel allowing us to simulate the evolution of the
populations of the relevant states of atomic strontium trapped in aMOT.We have found that themain
limitation of thismodel lies in the description of the atomicmovement within the cloud. The atoms decay to
metastable states,magnetically trappable or not, which induces spatial inhomogeneities that vary over time due
to theirmovement and depends on theirmagnetic sublevel.We succeeded in implementing a simplermodel,
that reproduced quantitativelymost of the features of the evolution curves for the atomic population of the
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MOTunder different repumping intensities. One of the strongest conclusions of this work is the fact that the
decay rate from the ( )5s6d D3

2 to the level ( )5s5p P3
0, compared to the decay rate from the ( )5s5d D3

2 to the same
( )5s5p P3

0 (or, in our notation, the ratio G Gb g47 47 )must bewrong by a factor of;3, when compared to the
calculation considering only dipole-allowed transitions between triplet states. The analysis of our data within the
framework of ourmodel also pinpointed the role of thefinite size of the cooling and repumping beams on the
reduction of the repumping efficiency for strontium. This effect is related to the finite time the atoms pass in the
( )5s4d D1

2 dark state when decaying from the upper level of the cooling transition to the repumped ( )5s5p P3
2

level. These considerations have a direct impact on the evaluation of the efficiency of repumping schemes using
both transitions, in the 403 and 497 nmwavelengths respectively, as it was shown here. The analysis presented
here also allowed us to obtain themaximum theoretical repumping efficiency for our experimental parameters.

The study of the loading of theMOT from the atomsmagnetically trapped in themetastable state ( )5s5p P3
2

showed the limitations of themodel, that fails in describing the effects of the slowmotion of the atoms in the
magnetic trap. But the comparison between the results of ourmodel and the experimental data allowed us to
pinpoint the reasons of the disagreement. It also allowed us to draw conclusions on the reasons for the smaller
efficiency of this loading scheme, by a factor bigger than 2, when compared to a naive expectation considering
only the proportion of atoms stayingmagnetically trapped and the lifetime of the experiment.

Thework described here can be seen as a proof of principle, and a calibration of ourmodel. The parameters
found here, and summarized in table 2, can nowbe used to predict the behavior of ourMOTunder completely
different conditions, which is of great help for the experimentalist.We note that the complexity of the level
structure of alkaline-earth atoms, with the presence of singlet and triplet levels,metastable states and timescales
different by several orders ofmagnitude,makes thismodel a useful tool for designing cooling schemes for these
species.

Our futureworkwill aim at studying theMOToperating at the narrow intercombination transition

«( ) ( )5s S 5s5p P2 1
0

3
1, the so-called redMOT.Amagneto-optical trap operating on a narrow transition is known

to reach different temperature regimes, to have effects associated to the recoilmomentumof the photon

Figure 4. (a)Measurement of the reservoir lifetime, with high visibility. The thin, continuous lines are experimental data, while the
thick, dashed lines are the results of the simulations. the horizontal bars indicate the peak of the experimental curves. For <t 0, the
Zeeman slower, the cooling light of theMOT and the 497 nm repumper are turned on. At t=0, the repumper is turned off; at
t=7.5 s, all lights are turned off, and after a variable time twait indicated in the legend the cooling and repumper light are turned on
again. (b)MaximumheightNrepump of the transient peak offigure (a) as a function of the time twait. The solid red line is a fit of an
exponential decay, giving a time constant of tres=22, 1 s.
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absorption, among other non-trivial effects [5]. It will be intriguing to verify whether themodel will be able to
correctly predict the behavior of theseMOTs under different experimental parameters.
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Appendix

Wedefine the Bloch vector by r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r rº
 ( )r r r

t
1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 12 21 24 42 67 76 6 ,7 7,6 , in the notation of

themain text.We note thatmost of the coherences ρjk are always zero, because of absence of direct or indirect
coherent coupling, and are not considered in the Bloch vector. The population dynamics can be described by the
followingmatrix,
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with L º D + G Di ,jk jk jk jk
1

2
being the detuning between the quasi-resonant laser light and the jk transition.We

note that thematrixM can depend upon the time through theRabi frequenciesΩjk, that switch between a
constant value and zero for describing the turning on and off of the different lasers, and throughΔ67 (t), that is
calculated following a random trajectory of an atom inside a region of radiusΔr around the center of the
quadrupolarmagnetic field, as described in the article.
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